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Pic.1 Maasai Mara Wild Life Sanctuary, Kenya (Africa). 

Pic.2. Chikport, Chikmangalur, Karnataka, India
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MISSION STATEMENT 

 

As the name indicates, its a proposal to connect 

various Districts in Karnataka by Air for not only the purpose of 

responsive & efficient governance but also for Tourism and 

Medical Emergencies. 

 

---------------------SPAN 
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Pic.3. Wilson Aiport, Nairobi, Kenya 
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PREFACE:- 

Generally, air connectivity evokes the thought of large           

Boeing /Airbus aircraft operating to/from large airports.  Any new 

town/city to be connected by air becomes a gargantuan exercise of 

acquiring hundreds of acres of land to make a conventional airport to 

land these aircraft. 

 It is interesting to note that, most of the times air connectivity 

required is limited to a few people (Ministers, Bureaucrats, 

Businessmen) who want to quickly visit a town/area and return to the 

major town the same day.  For this the usage of small aircraft and 

helicopters may be more appropriate.  The operational areas required 

for these kind of flying machines is comparatively much lesser and 

they can be just air strips/helipads. 

In case of helicopters, cost of hiring is Rs.1,00,000/- per hour 

which is extremely high.   

So this project proposal is limited to small airplanes like 2 

seater and 4 seater who have very low operational costs.  

At present Karnataka has many airports/airstrips/aerodromes 

which can be made operational with minimum effort and expenditure 

to be operational to cater to these small aircraft/helicopters.   

By using existing infrastructure, we can have an extremely 

efficient system of air-transport of senior officers and Ministers to 

various Districts. 

 Hon’ble Ministers need to visit various Districts almost twice a 

week.  As on today, they travel either by road or rail.  Both are time 

consuming and roads happen to be dangerous.   

   Moreover the security of Ministers is a concern since each 

District Police has to give them escort  and pilot where even they pass 

from, till they reach their destination.  It is not only risky but a 

substantial drain on resources - be it man-power or money. 
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Pic.4. Two Seater Microlite at Chikport, Chikmangalur. 

Pic.5. Two Seater Microlite at Hasan Airfield, Bhuvanahalli, Karnataka. 
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TYPES OF SMALL AIRCRAFTS  

1. Microlite Aircraft 
 

These aircrafts have typically two seats, less than half a 

tone in weight, can travel with speeds up to 120-150 kms. per 

hour and can run on automotive fuel (car petrol).  These can 

operate out of small prepared/semi prepared  airstrips.  They are 

ideal for local sight seeing/surveillance, travelling of one person 

for distances of up to 250 kms. etc. 

Availability of such aircraft at each of these air bases can    

provide multiple uses.  

1) Ministers and bureaucrats can use these for quick 

transportation to adjoining Districts. The operations of these 

aircrafts would also ensure the utilisation of 

airports/airstrips from where they are based.  

2) The local DC can use the aircraft for aerial surveillance of his 

jurisdiction for monitoring encroachments, aerial assessment 

during natural calamities etc. 

3) Tourists can have the facility of breathtaking aerial views of 

the local flora, fauna and sights.  

Cost of these aircraft range from 20.00 lakhs to 35.00 lakhs 

(equal to a luxury car). 

2. Light Aircraft 
 

These aircrafts are in the weight category of above half a 

tone and within 5700 kgs. They can vary from 2 seats to up to 12 

seats, single/twin engine.  They can have speeds up to 450 kms per 

hour. 

At the lower end of the spectrum these aircrafts can be 

found with the Government Flying Training School, Jakkur, 

Bangalore (2 and 4 seater) and on the other end with corporates 

operating them for their top executives. 

These aircraft would require slightly larger runway lengths 

varying from 2500 feet to about 4500 feet. 
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Cost of these aircraft range from 50.00 lakhs to 300 lakhs 

(3.00 Crores.) 

 
Pic.6. Landing at Katchcha (UnPrepared) Airstrip at Masai Mara, Kenya 

Pic.7. Boarding of passenger in a Ten Seater, Cesnna Caravan at Maasai Mara 
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Pic.8. Loading of Baggage in the Aircraft. 
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3. Helicopters 

 

This sector in Karnataka already has matured to a stage 

wherein there are many corporate which have acquired them and are 

using for their own transportation.  Government of Karnataka had in 

the past operated its own helicopter.  The convenience is high but the 

relatively higher costs of helicopters vis a vis aircraft make it more 

expensive.  Capacity range from 3 seats to 12 seats.  

 

Summarizing, the kind of aircraft mentioned above can 

ensure air connectivity across the State saving precious time of the 

Hon’ble Minister or Senior Secretaries, and help promote tourism also. 

 

Annexure B 

Details of few flying machines  

 

 Type of 

aircraft/helicopter 

Seat capacity Remarks 

1 Microlite (Zen air) 2  

2 Cessna 152 2  

3 Cessna 172 4  

4 Cessna 180 5  

5 Pilatus P-68 5  

6 Cessna caravan 10  

7 Beech king air C-90 8  

8 Beech king air B-200 13  

9 Pilatus PC-12 10  

10 Executive jets 4-6  

11 Robison R44 4 Helicopter 

12 Bell 206 5 Helicopter 

13 Bell 407 5 Helicopter 
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Pic 10. Number of Small Airplanes parked at the Wilson Airport, Nairobhi, Kenya and 

Passenger waiting to board. 
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PROPOSAL :- 

  

There is a need for an air-transport which is efficient and economical.  

This can be achieved through 2 seater (Microlite), 4 seater (Cessna) 

planes.  These will be cheaper than the present system of travel by 

Ministers and senior officers.  The cost logistics are explained in 

following paragraphs.  
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CAR COST 

     (TOYOTA / ANY LUXURY CAR) 

     Capital Cost of Car for Hon’ble Minister  =  20.00 lakhs. 

 

   #  Fuel consumption   = 10 km/lt 

       COST /lt.    = 72/lt (Petrol cost Rs.72/lt.) 

 

         ASSUME  :  Bangalore - Koppal     = 290 km 

         CAR = 290/10 = 29 lts *2 (to & from) = 58 lt 

                                 Cost = 58*72    = 4176 
                                 

Cost     =  Rs. 4176.00 

TIME   = 6 hours of one way travel. 

           = 6 hours of coming back.  

 

  

 

RESTRICTIONS 

1. Can’t  come  back  on  same  day. 
2. COST  OF  STAY FOR ENTOURAGE WITH MINISTER 

- DNR  for  40 people 

- B/F    for 10 people 
3. Since tired he cannot do spot inspection or else he does it 

next day 

 

SO HIS TWO DAYS ARE CONSUMED. 
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1. MICROLITE COST (2 seater) (Pilot + Minister) 

Fuel consumption = 15 lt/hr. 

Flying time = 1 hr 50 min. 

Fuel consumed = 29 ltrs. 

(Up and down) = 29 X 2 =   58 ltrs. 

Cost of Petrol Rs.72/- per litre  =   58 X 72 

Salary of Pilot =   20,000/Month 

 

A Pilot can fly maximum 6 hours per day.  
     (As per DGCA guidelines.) 
 

So in a month he can do 

25 X 6 = 150 flying hours. 

 

SCHEDULE FOR A DAY FOR MINSITER 

7.00 am. -   Take –off   from Jakkur 

  8.50 am.-  Touch down  (To Gadag, Bellary, Koppal and 
Mysore, Hassan etc.  etc. 
within 200 Kms. from 

Bangalore.) 

(Use DV car of District) 

9.30 am. – 1.30 pm. - Meeting for 4 hours. 

3.00 pm.  - 4 pm. -  Spot Inspection. (1 hour). 

4.00 pm.  -  take off 

5.50 pm.  - Bangalore 
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2. COST OF FLYING CESSNA  4   Seater  

(It is a faster plane than Microlite) 

Pilot + Minister + PA + Gunman 

Flying    time   = 1 hr 

Fuel consumption  = 40 litres/hour 

Cost  of aircraft special fuel = 100/-  per litre 

(ATF) 

TOTAL COST OF FUEL =  4,000/- 

Salary of Pilot          = 30,000/ month 

 

SCHEDULE FOR A DAY FOR MINSITER  

7.00 am.  - Take off    

8.00 am.  - Arrival   

9.30 am.  - 1.30 pm.   - Meeting (4 hours) 

3.00 pm. – 5.00 pm. -  Spot inspection (2 hours) 

Take off from District   - 5.00 pm. 

Land  at Bangalore  - 6.00 pm. 
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Pic.11. Passenger Boarding at Mara Shikar Airstrip located in the conservation area of 

the Maasai Mara 

Pic.12. Passenger Terminal at Mara Shikar. 
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Pic.13. Close up of the Runway surface at Mara Shikara. Runway infrastructure required 
in such operations can be of the type above. It need not be concrete/Paved surface. A 
simple rolled Kattacha surface is sufficient for operating upto 10 seater aircraft. Such 

examples can be found in Koppal (ginigera), Hassan and Chikmagalur, Chikport. 
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EXISTING  AIRPORTS 

1) TAR   &  OPERATIONAL 

- JAKKUR 

- Mangalore 

- Hubli 

- Belgaum 

- Bidar 

- Koppal (Private by MSPL) 

- Mysore 
 

2) Katccha (Mud) Surface which can be made Functional at 
very low cost 
 

         Cost ( in lakhs ) 
1. Hassan                - 10.00 
2. Chikmaglure               - 10.00 
3. Bellary Town       - 10.00 

4. Davanagere                     - 10.00 

 

3) Places where katccha (mud) airship can be made. 
(Where land is available) 

- Chitradurga 

         (NEED FURTHER STUDY)            

4) Places where katccha can be made 

                (Land not available) 

 (NEED FURTHER STUDY)                      

 

Since all Aircrafts will come back in evening to 

Jakkur, no infrastructure is needed at District Airports.  

Some fencing at Rs.10.00 lakh is sufficient.                   

(Please see Photo.) 
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Pic.15. Aircraft landing at Mara Shikar Airstrip at Maasai Mara and people waiting to 

board. 
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Pic.16. Business as usual at Maasai Mara airstrip. Three small planes parked (10 seater) 

side by side. 
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ADVANTAGES FOR HON’BLE MINISTER AND SENIOR OFFICERS 

 

1)  Saves time 

2)  One day program covering meeting and spot 

inspection. 

3)  Saves money 

4)  Police pilot from en route District on the way to 

destination causes inconvenience and burden 

on police. 

5)  Minster has to face traffic in en route towns 

and Bangalore also. 

6)  Heavy Dangerous vehicles on the way like 

Sand lorries, Mine lorries, Drunken drivers. 
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Pic 17. Re-Usable Boarding Pass (Token System) 
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INFRASTRUCTURE AS ON TODAY. 

     

 Existing infrastructure of Govt. Flying Training School. 

- 2  CESSNA 

- 1  Microlite 

- 2 Engineers 

- 1 Pilot 

AVAILABILITY OF PILOTS 

- There are 10,500 CPL licences issued by DGCA as on 

today.  Even if 50% are operational, then about 5000 

pilots are available for flying planes. 

- As per recent newspaper reports, out of these, 2000 pilots 

are jobless and are engaged in other activities at very low 

wages. 

- Same is the case with PPL (Private Pilot Licence).  50% of 

these are jobless. 

- Few of these jobless pilots can be taken on Contract Basis 

to fly our planes. 
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Pic 18. Single Pilot, Single Engine to operate aircraft. 
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Annexure A* 
 

DESTINATIONS WHERE FLIGHTS CAN BE STARTED 

IMMEDIATELY (Without any infrastructure cost) 

 

 

 Airport/Airstrip Status Capacity 
1 Bangalore-HAL Fully operational Upto boeing/airbus. 

2 Bangalore-Jakkur Fully operational Upto 10 seat aircraft 

3 Mysore Fully operational Upto boeing/airbus 

4 Mangalore Fully operational Upto boeing/airbus 

5 Hubli Fully operational Upto boeing/airbus 

6 Belgaum Fully operational Upto boeing/airbus 

7 Bidar Fully operational Upto boeing/airbus 

8 Bellary-city Fully operational Upto 12 seater aircraft 

9 Bellary-Tornagul(Jindal) Fully operational Upto ATR-42 

10 Harihar-Davangere Operational Upto 12 seater aircraft 

11 Hassan Need little work Land acquired, safe for 
microlite. 

12 Gulbarga  Land acquired 

13 Chickmaglur 300 mts. ready Microlites 

14 Shimoga  Land acquired 

15 Koppal-Ginigera Need little work Upto 4 seater aircraft 

16 Koppal-MSPL Fully operational Upto 12 seater aircraft 

17 Kolar Need little work Upto 12 seater aircraft 

  

 

    *These 17 Districts (and nearby Districts through road) can  

      immediately be connected by SPAN. 
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RISKS 

 

- Even BOEING and AIRBUS have their own share of 

accidents. 

- With good engineering support accidents can be 

avoided. 

- Small planes are safe because they can land on 

Katccha paddy field (even highway) in case of 

emergency. 
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Status of SPAN around the World  

 

Examples of similar efforts in various parts of the World/India :- 

1. When air connectivity had to be improved in smaller town in 

America an ingenious way was found. A suitable stretch of 

highway was identified, strengthened and broadened. Railway 

crossing type gates were installed at two ends.  Light aircrafts 

were used to provide the initial connectivity.  A little prior to 

arrival of the aircraft the sheriff’s office would close the gates 

stopping traffic, the aircraft would arrive and park by the road 

side.  Traffic would then be allowed to flow.  Similar process for 

departure.  As the number of flights were barely 5/6 a week, the 

traffic disruption was much lesser than a regular railway 

crossing. 
 

2. In Africa, light aircrafts were used to connect small communities 

by clearing tracts of land to build an airstrip (as done in 

Chickmaglur). This would be comparatively much cheaper than 

building roads.  
 

 

3. Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC) made a 

4500 ft. strip as an integral feature while making industrial 

layout in various towns.  Today Maharashtra boasts of one of the 

largest network of airstrips in the Country.  
 

4. During Ashok Gehlot’s time in Rajasthan, they 

revived/constructed airstrips in every district headquarter and 

the CM’s plan would be scheduled routinely to operate from 

these to keep the place maintained. 
 

 

5. Our own State, Karnataka has a history of using small planes for 

transporting important persons.  The then Minister for Youth 

Services Mr. Jeevaraj Alva purchased a CESSNA 172 aircraft for 

govt. Flying Training School in 1984-85 and used it regularly to 

fly to Mysore and Hubli for meetings and local inspections. That 

aircraft is still with the Govt. Flying School, Jakkur. 
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CONCLUSION 

Even a backward country like Africa has a well developed 

SPAN. These photographs are from KENYA.  (Flight from 

NAIROBI to MASAI-MARA WILD-LIFE SANCTUARY). 

 

 It’s a  private network of small planes. 

  

 In India, if official SPAN works, then this can be 

opened to private operators in due course of time.  If economy of 

scale is taken in to account, it can be as cheap as Railway and as 

quick as Airway. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1. We shall utilise the existing infrastructure in GFTS, Jakkur on 

pilot basis as nodal Department. 

2. All working airstrips can be used without any extra cost. 

3. Since I am a trainee pilot on Microlite Aeroplane & know the 

nuances of flying the plane, I may be posted as Director, GFTS in 

additional charge to execute the above project.  
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Trained pilots fail to land a career 
 
Chinmayi Shalya May 30, 2011, 05.36am IST 

MUMBAI: A commercial pilot's license (CPL), particularly from a flying school abroad, 

was considered a guaranteed ticket for a job at any airline five years ago. However, the 

allure of the aviation industry, which had advertized a shortage of pilots in 2005, has 

already faded for 5,000 pilots, most of whom are sitting jobless for almost two or three 

years now. 

Around 800 of these have come together to form Unemployed Pilots Welfare Association 

(UPWA), which has been holding meetings with the ministry of civil aviation and the 

Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). After two meetings with the UPWA, the 

DGCA has now planned to design a full-fledged training programme for co-pilots in 

various airlines so that they can be promoted as commanders and more vacancies are 

created at the bottom. 

 
UPWA was started by a veteran pilot, Ashok Arya, in 2009, when economic slowdown hit 

the aviation industry and many trained CPL holders were left jobless. Since then, 56-

year-old Arya's association has attracted 800 members from across the country. 

"Almost two decades ago, there were around 800 pilots who were jobless. The 

government came to their rescue and gave them jobs in the Coast Guard, the ATC or 

even in agricultural aviation," he said. "Though that may not be possible today, the 

government should at least have norms to help these pilots," he added. 

Many UPWA members had taken huge education loans to go abroad for their training. 

"We have pilots who have trained from academies in India, Philippines, USA, etc. Their 

training has cost them Rs 18-20 lakh. All of them are jobless," said a member, who got 

his CPL in 2009 but hasn't got an opportunity to fly with any airline yet. "The aviation 

industry had held out a promise in 2004 when it needed pilots. Now there are no 

vacancies at the trainee level,'' he added. 

Disappointed, many of these pilots are working in call centres to repay their loans. 

Asked about the UPWA, the director-general of civil aviation, E K Bharat Bhushan, said 

the problem of unemployment among trained Indian pilots was colossal. However, he 

would take measures to create room for them. "I am holding a meeting with the airlines 

on Monday and will ask them to give me a list of co-pilots who have been trained and 

promoted as commander in the last six months. This will be a slow but effective way to 

bring more trainee pilots into the industry," Bhushan said. 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Philippines
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However, pilots feel that no measure will be adequate till the DGCA and the ministry 

ensures that expatriate pilots are phased out from the posts of commanders to create 

more posts. "There are many co-pilots who have the Airline Transport Pilot License 

(ATPL), which makes them eligible to be commanders, but the airline has not trained 

them to be commanders because expatriates are already on those posts," said a senior 

member of Indian Pilots Guild (IPG), a union of Air India (AI) pilots. He said that in AI 

there have been 80 co-pilots who are eligible to be commanders for the last two years. 

However the airline has still not phased out the ex-patriots and promoted them. "If they 

are promoted, 80 new co-pilots can be recruited as well,'' the IPG member said. The 

DGCA had instructed airlines to phase out ex patriot pilots by 2010; however, the 

deadline has now been extended to 2013. 

"Airlines are in no mood to phase them out and the DGCA will keep on extending the 

deadline. There is no review on the phasing plan airlines submit. No review has 

happened on the lists submitted by airlines on its co-pilots who are eligible to be 

commanders two years ago. DGCA hasn't bothered to check if those people have been 

promoted to create vacancies for the unemployed lot,'' said a UPWA member. 

 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/India

